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A note from the PSG Newsletter Editor…. 
 
As always, a successful newsletter depends on each member of  
the specialty group. I call on everyone receiving this 
newsletter to contribute information on: upcoming 
conferences; funding opportunities; new data releases; and 
short essays on interesting population geography topics. 
Anyone  interested in contributing to the newsletter should  
feel free to contact me (alexander.vias@uconn.edu). 
 
I would like to acknowledge the generous financial support of 
the Geography Department at the University of Connecticut , 
in the publication of this newsletter. 
 
~Alex Vias             
 
 

 
 
1. NEWS AND INFORMATION FOR 
 POPULATION GEOGRAPHERS 
 
 
Census Sample File 3 is Out!!!!!!!! 
 
If all goes according to plan, by the end of September 
2002, all the data from the SF3 (Sample File 3) will have 
been released. This detailed data is a treasure trove for 
population geographers. Below is part of an 
announcement from the Census Bureau on what SF3 
contains. 
 
Description of SF3 Characteristics:  
(News Release from the Census Bureau, 6/17/2002) 
 
SF3 consists of 813 tables of Census 2000 social, 
economic and housing characteristics compiled from a 
sample of approximately 19 million housing units (about 
1 in 6 households) that received the Census 2000 long-
form questionnaire. These data sequence down to block 
group or census tract levels for the 50 states, the District 
of Columbia and Puerto Rico.  
 
There are 484 population tables covering such subjects 
as: 
school enrollment 
educational attainment 
marital status 
grandparents as caregivers 
veterans status 
disability status 
foreign-born 
residence in 1995 
nativity and place of birth   
language spoken at home 
ancestry 
citizenship and year of entry 
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employment status 
commuting to work 
occupation 
industry 
class of worker 
income in 1999 
poverty status 
 
There are 329 housing tables covering such subjects as: 
units in structure 
year structure built 
number of rooms 
number of bedrooms 
year moved into unit 
number of vehicles 
heating fuel source 
plumbing/kitchen facilities  
occupants per room 
housing value 
mortgage 
status/owner costs 
owner costs: percent of income     
gross rent 
gross rent: percent of income 
 
Summary File 3 state files include data for the 
following geographic areas:  
States  
Counties  
County subdivisions  
Places  
Census tracts  
Block groups (for selected tables)  
Congressional districts (106th Congress)  
Zip Code Tabulation Areas (ZCTAs)  
Hawaiian home lands  
State parts of American Indian/Alaska Native areas  
State parts of metropolitan areas  
Urban areas (urbanized areas and urban clusters)  
 
The SF3 national file includes data for the following 
geographies:  
Nation 
Regions 
Divisions 
States 
Counties 
County subdivisions 
Places 
American Indian/Alaska Native areas 
Metropolitan areas 
Urban areas 
Congressional Districts (106th Congress) 

Zip Code Tabulation Areas (ZCTAs) 
 
Fifty-one tables are repeated for nine major race and 
Hispanic or Latino groups: White alone; Black or 
African American alone; American Indian and Alaska 
Native alone; Asian alone; Native Hawaiian or other 
Pacific Islander alone; Some other race alone; Two or 
more races; Hispanic or Latino; and White alone, not 
Hispanic or Latino.  
 
Where to find this information:  
A list of states that have been released and those 
scheduled for release, along with links to the 
corresponding product announcements and related data 
files, may be found on the Web at 
<http://www.census.gov/Press-Release/www/2002/ 
sumfile3.html>, or through American FactFinder at 
<http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/BasicFactsServlet>. 
CDs and DVDs may be purchased online from the 
Customer Service Center ( [301] 763-INFO [4636]) 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Population Research on Rural America 
 
John Cromartie  
Economic Research Service, USDA 
 
Rural places in the U.S. are currently experiencing 
several dramatic demographic shifts.  First, the ethnic 
composition of rural counties is transforming at an 
accelerated pace that tests local community officials’ 
abilities to respond with appropriate social service 
policies.  Second, the gradual aging of the rural 
population leaves growing numbers of economically 
vulnerable rural places with unbalanced age structures 
that threaten their viability.  Third, as baby boomers age 
and move increasingly to rural counties with amenities 
and retirement communities, their influence and 
demands on rural services will significantly increase.  
The confluence of these trends will test policy makers’ 
abilities to balance the political and economic demands 
made by populations competing for scarce resources and 
whose goals and interests are distinct.   
 
A multidisciplinary research committee begins work 
October 1 on a five-year project to provide a 
comprehensive picture of the changing nature of the 
rural U.S. population and its impact on social and 
economic opportunities.  The committee is one of many 
multistate research projects funded by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture's Cooperative State Research, 
Education, and Extension Service, to encourage 
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collaboration among researchers at land grant colleges 
and others with shared interests in agricultural and rural 
development topics.   
 
Most land grant universities and several USDA agencies 
have at least one rural population specialist, yet no single 
institution has sufficient scholarly resources to conduct 
comprehensive rural population analysis.  Combining 
efforts in a multi-state, multidisciplinary research 
committee overcomes the obstacle of scholarly 
fragmentation.  The "Population Change and Rural 
Communities" project has four objectives: 
 
1) Describe the recent redistribution of population 
between rural and urban areas, examine the dynamics of 
these changes (births, deaths, internal and international 
migration), and investigate their social and economic 
determinants, paying attention to areas of persistent out-
migration, rapidly developing areas, and the urban-rural 
interface. 
 
2) Examine the effects of changes in official 
classification schemes (including newly created 
micropolitan areas and urban clusters) on the validity of 
commonly used rural definitions (e.g., nonmetropolitan), 
and consequently on the changes in the size and 
composition of the rural population. 
 
3) Analyze the growth and decline of at-risk populations 
in rural America, including the elderly, the working 
poor, immigrants, and racial and ethnic minorities. 
 
4) Investigate the impacts of changes in population size 
and composition on local quality of life, economic 
security, and access to essential goods and services. 
 
Anticipated outputs include a series of issue-briefs 
posted on the web, journal articles, and a book-length 
monograph.  Potential users of the information, 
identified in the research design phase, will be actively 
involved in the interpretation and dissemination of our 
findings.  In addition, we will develop summary 
materials and workshop procedures that prepare rural 
stakeholders to understand basic demographic processes 
and better identify their own data needs.   
 
Population geographers participating on the project 
include John Cromartie, Gundars Rudzitis, Christiane 
von Reichert, and Alex Vias.  They will be collaborating 
with sociologists and extension experts from Colorado 
State, Cornell, Texas A&M, Utah State, Washington 
State, Wisconsin, and USDA. 
 

 
 
2. RESEARCH IN POPULATION 
 GEOGRAPHY 
 
 
This new section will feature occasional short articles / 
essays on research that might be of interest to population 
geographers. Researchers (especially graduate students) 
interested in submitting a short research piece should 
contact the editor. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Sex Ratio Variation in Nepal 
 
Keith W. Bosak 
Department of Geography 
The University of Georgia 
 
Introduction 

Sex ratios, a basic gender-specific demographic 
variable, are important because they are an indicator of 
more than just the relative numbers of males to females 
in the population. When studied at the district level, sex 
ratios may indicate migration patterns, differentials in 
access to healthcare, differentials in mobility, 
infanticide, neglect and life expectancy. Such 
differentials can cause sex ratios to vary spatially as well 
as between age cohorts. This paper demonstrates the 
linkages of sex ratios to socio-cultural factors using 
Nepal as a case study. Such a linkage is important in a 
development context because sex ratio data are easily 
obtainable from population censuses and can be used in 
conjunction with local knowledge as an indicator of 
social and economic conditions.   

Nepal, located between India and China, has a 
population that has been steadily growing since the 
1950’s and today is estimated at over 24 million. The 
population growth rate is approximately 2.34 percent per 
year and the total fertility rate (TFR) is 4.68. Over 90 
percent of Nepalese are involved in agriculture, which 
drives the economy. Almost half of all Nepalese live 
below the poverty line and the GDP per capita adjusted 
for purchasing power parity is 1100.00 dollars. 
Education for Nepalese is sparse at best, and only about 
one quarter of the population is literate. This figure 
drops to 14 percent for women. The average life 
expectancy is 58 years for men and only 57 years for 
women. This apparent anomaly in life expectancy is 
significant and will be explored later in this paper.  
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Socio-cultural factors and Sex Ratio Variation  
Sex ratios in Nepal show a great deal of 

variation through the lifecycle. As expected, males 
slightly outnumber females in the 0-4 year age cohort in 
most districts of Nepal (1.05 males to females). This is 
because demographic studies have shown that more 
males than females are born. So, the pattern in Nepal 
from ages 0-14 seems to be normal, or close to normal 
according to demographic literature. However, some 
experts may say that what is normal for the rest of the 
world is not normal for Nepal, because it is a 
predominantly Hindu society. Son preference in Hindu 
religion is tied to traditions of land inheritance (only 
sons can inherit property) and death rites, which only a 
son can perform. Such a son preference can also produce 
many daughters. For example, if a family has two 
daughters they are more likely to have more children in 
hopes of having a son than a family who already has two 
sons would be. Many families continue producing 
children until a son is born. This paradox may help to 
balance out sex ratios in younger age cohorts in Nepal. 

Significant changes in the sex ratios in Nepal are 
evidenced in the 15-49 year age cohort. The number of 
males has dropped noticeably for most hill districts 
especially in the west. Several processes are at work to 
produce this pattern of apparently disappearing males. 
 In order to understand this process, we must look at 
the economic and social structure of the hill districts. 
Almost all families in the hill districts are engaged in 
subsistence agriculture, mostly on small plots of terraced 
farmland. Many families are often isolated from markets 
and have few ways of generating cash incomes. If there 
is a calamity of sorts, such as crop failure, loans may 
need to be taken out against landholdings in order to 
obtain food. If these loans are not repaid, some or all of a 
family’s land can be taken. Once a family can no longer 
produce what it needs on its plot of land, a cash income 
must be earned to make up for any food shortages. For 
many families, the men must then migrate in search of 
work. Many migrate to the Terai and to India in search 
of agricultural and low-paying service jobs. This 
migration of young men also occurs because of a surplus 
of labor in rural areas. These men are engaged in a long-
term circular migration whereby they only return home 
to their villages and families every 2-3 years. The 
income they send back to their villages has become a 
significant factor in village economies.  Women, who 
are heavily involved in agriculture, are far less mobile 
and therefore far less likely to migrate for work.  In 
Nepal, women left behind are expected to care for the 
household as well as the crops, performing double duty. 
Such migratory patterns are, under normal 
circumstances, the most important factor in changing the 

sex ratio of a population at the local level. When men 
who have migrated in search of work reach the end of 
their usefulness as migrant labor, they often return to 
their villages. 
 Sex ratios for the 50-plus year age cohort swing 
dramatically to the male end of the scale. This shift in 
sex ratios is due in part to the return of circular migrants. 
However, this shift is also affected by female mortality. 
As stated earlier, female life expectancy in Nepal is 
lower than male life expectancy. There are a number of 
factors that begin acting on women from birth, factors 
that eventually produce a female mortality disadvantage. 
For example, while women are divine for bringing sons 
into the world, they are also a significant burden because 
of the dowry that must be paid when they are married. 
Ultimately, Nepali women and girls are physically 
neglected, abused and sometimes sold into prostitution. 
Life for these women entails days of long, hard work, a 
poor diet, little if any education, and inadequate 
healthcare. All of these factors combine with the specter 
of maternal mortality, which in Nepal is 850 per 100,000 
women, the highest in South Asia. In Nepal, maternal 
deaths count for 27 percent of all deaths of women age 
15-49. 
 The variation in sex ratios within Nepal show much 
more than just differences in sex ratios between age 
cohorts, they tell a story of the processes that are at work 
shaping the landscape of Nepal. Sex ratios are influenced 
by migration and tradition, which influence the status 
and treatment of women. How women are treated 
influences their life expectancy and the health of their 
children. Sex ratio variation within Nepal tells a story of 
the unique socio-cultural factors which produce circular 
migration patterns of men and unequal treatment of 
women. 
 
 
Suggestions for further reading    
 
Shrestha, Nanda R. 1990. Landlessness and Migration in 
 Nepal. Boulder: Westview Press. 
Momsen, J. and Townsend, J. eds. 1987. Geography of 
 Gender in the Third World. London: Hutchinson. 
Clarke, John. 2000. The Human Dichotomy: The 
 Changing Numbers of Males and Females. Oxford: 
 Elsevier Science. 
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4. ANNOUNCEMENTS  
 
 
International Journal of Population Geography 
 (IJPG) – Free trial access until end of  
 September 2002 
 
Until the end of September 2002, PSG members can see 
for themselves the full content of the International 
Journal of Population Geography (IJPG) absolutely free. 
 IJPG, published by John Wiley & Sons, informs 
population geographers worldwide of the best research 
in the field through its primary research, peer reviewed 
articles.  
 The journal carries articles of interest to population 
planners and practitioners and the wider community of 
social scientists interested in population research. 
 IJPG also contains book reviews and special articles 
commissioned by the editors that report current debate or 
review key areas. 
 See for yourself the full contents of this highly 
valued journal:  
 
Visit: www.interscience.wiley.com/trial/ijpg_psg now 
and register for the free trial access 
 
 To take out an annual subscription to IJPG at the 
special PSG Special Member Rate for IJPG of 
$90.00/GBP 60.00 contact Sara Stevens 
sasteven@wiley.co.uk and quote your PSG membership 
number. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
PSG Student Paper Competition 
 
 The Population Specialty Group is sponsoring a 
student paper competition. Winners receive a $100 prize, 
an engraved plaque, a ticket to the AAG awards banquet, 
and formal recognition at the banquet and in the AAG 
Newsletter. 
        
 Requirements: (1) The topic must be on some aspect 
of population geography; (2) the paper must have been 
written while the student was enrolled at a college or 
university, and completed between January 2001 and 
January 2002; (3) The text portion should be double-
spaced and not exceed twenty pages; total paper length 
should not exceed thirty pages; (4) The student authors 
should submit three copies of the paper, to be received 
no later than February 1, 2002, to the address below; (5) 

A means of contact (preferably email) should be 
included along with the name of the school, department, 
and the professor who taught the class or supervised the 
research. 
 
Papers will be judged by a panel of experts within the 
population specialty group. Send papers to Dennis 
Conway, Department of Geography, Indiana University, 
Bloomington, IN 47405. Voice: 812-855-6303. Internet:  
conway@Indiana.edu 
 
 
 
5. CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS  
 
 
Great Plains/Rocky Mountain Regional                 
 AAG Conference 
 
The Department of Geography at The University of 
Montana, host of the annual meeting of the Great 
Plains/Rocky Mountain Division of the AAG, 
invites you to attend the 2002 meeting held in 
Missoula, October 10-12, 2002 (field trips on 
Friday, October 11 and sessions on Saturday, October 
12.) For further details, view the on-line brochure 
http://maps.geog.umt.edu/rmgp/ or contact 
geog@selway.umt.edu, phone 406-243-4302. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
CALL FOR PAPERS...  
 
WESTERN REGIONAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION  
 FORTY-SECOND ANNUAL MEETING  
RIO RICO / TUCSON, ARIZONA  
February 26 - March 2, 2003 

The conference will begin on Wednesday afternoon 
February 26 with registration and a special Opening 
Session and Reception.  Paper sessions will be held all 
day Thursday, Friday, and Saturday February 27 – 
March 1. 

• PAPERS ON ANY TOPIC OF BROAD 
INTEREST TO REGIONAL SCIENCE ARE 
WELCOMED 

• THE PROGRAM COMMITTEE SCREENS 
PAPERS FOR SUITABILITY BEFORE 
SENDING INVITATIONS 

• PERSONS INTERESTED IN ORGANIZING 
SPECIAL SESSIONS SHOULD GET IN 
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TOUCH WITH THE 2003 PROGRAM CHAIR, 
DAVID PLANE 

POTENTIAL TOPICS INCLUDE: Migration and 
Demographic Analysis; Resource Utilization; Impact 
Analysis; Regional Modeling; Location of Economic 
Activity; Housing; Regional & Urban Planning; 
Environmental Quality; Regional Development; 
Transportation; Locational Criteria for Public Services 
& Facilities; Tourism & Recreation; Local Public 
Finance; Energy Issues; Regional Science Epistemology 
& Pedagogy  
 
Deadline for submission of complete papers (abstracts 
not accepted, but draft versions are okay) is October 15.  
Papers should be e-mailed as attachments to David Plane 
at plane@u.arizona.edu.  Full conference information 
available at the website accessible at:  
 
http://www.u.arizona.edu/~plane/wrsa.html 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       
 
        #254902 
Alexander C. Vias 
Department of Geography 
215 Glenbrook Rd., U-4148 
University of Connecticut 
Storrs, CT  06269-4148                                                                                         

 
Do you have something you would like to 

contribute to the PSG Newsletter? If you do, 
please contact: 

 
Alexander C. Vias  

Editor, PSG Newsletter 
Department of Geography 
215 Glenbrook Rd., U-4148 
University of Connecticut 

Storrs, CT  06269-4148 
Phone:  860-486-2213 
FAX: 860-486-1389 

E-Mail: alexander.vias@uconn.edu 
 


